Abstract|We present the most recent version of our RoboCube system, a special robot-controller hand-tailored for players in the small robots league. The RoboCube is conceptualized to implement players with as many on-board features as possible in an extremely exible way. For this purpose, the RoboCube provides signi cant computation power and memory as well as a multitude of I/O-interfaces within the space-constraints. As it facilitates the use of many sensors and e ectors, including their on-board processing, the RoboCube allows to explore a large space of di erent robots and team set-ups.
INTRODUCTION
The investigation of on-board control within RoboCup is an extremely interesting scienti c issue for two major reasons. First, it is directly related to one of the greatest intellectual challenges of our time, namely the quest for a constructive understanding of intelligence. This aim to foster AI and related disciplines has been a major goal of RoboCup right from its beginning 5, 6] .
Second, the exploitation of on-board features is also related to an important technological development, namely the emerging eld of autonomous systems as networked embedded devices, i.e., computerized systems with sensors and e ectors as well as standalone and communication capabilities. Information Technology has signi cantly in uenced our daily lives in the last decades and it will continue to do so. But the potential of the increasing dominance of computer and networking facilities has its limits as IT is restricted to the transport, provision, and processing of mere information. In addition, there is the enormous possibility and the actual need to free devices, which engage in physical perception and manipulation, from explicit and permanent human supervision. For example e-commerce can only rise to its full potential if a multitude of autonomous systems collaborates in an automated ordering, delivery, and reception of goods.
The two major properties of the small robots league, global sensing and severe size restrictions, discourage to some extent the important investigation of onboard control. But they also have positive e ects. First of all, the global sensing eases quite some perception problems, allowing to focus on other important scienti c issues, especially team behavior. An indication for this hypothesis is the apparent di erence in team-skills between the small robots league and the midsize league, where global sensing is banned. In RoboCup'98, teams in the small robots league managed to demonstrate some real team behaviors, like e.g. passing of the ball. The teams in the midsize league seemed not yet to be that far.
The size restrictions as a second point also have a bene cial aspect for the investigation of team-behavior. The play-eld of a ping-pong-table can easily be allocated in a standard academic environment, facilitating games throughout the year. It is in contrast di cult to embed a regular eld of the midsize league into an academic environment, thus the possibilities for continuous research on the complete team are here limited. The severe size restriction of the small robots league has another advantage. These robots can be much cheaper as costs of electro-mechanical parts signi cantly increase with size. Therefore, it is more feasible to build even two teams and to play real games throughout the year, plus to include the team(s) in educational activities.
ON-BOARD FEATURES AND THEIR MOTIVATIONS

The Importance of On-Board Features
The exploitation of on-board features has, as already indicated in the introduction, several interesting scienti c aspects. The two major ones are its relation to the constructive investigation of intelligence, and its importance for the emerging technological eld of autonomous systems.
On-Board Features for Robotics and AI
On-board features are important for research in robotics as well as AI and related disciplines for several reasons. Mainly, they allow research on important aspects which are otherwise impossible to investigate, especially in the eld of sensor/motor capabilities. For e ector-systems for example, it is quite obvious that they have to be on-board to be within the rules of soccer-playing. Here, the possibilities of systems with many degrees of freedom, as for example demonstrated in the SONY pet dog 2], should not only be encouraged in special leagues as e.g. in the one for legged players, but also within the small robots league.
In the case of sensors and perception, the situation is similar to the one of e ector-systems, i.e., certain important types of research can only be done with on-board devices. This holds especially for local vision. It might be useful to clarify here the often confused notions of local/global and on-/o -board. The terms on-and o -board are easy to distinguish, general properties. They refer to a piece of hardware or software, which is physically or logically present on the player (on-board) or not (o -board). The notions of local and global in contrast only refer to sensors, i.e., particular types of hardware, or to perception, i.e., particular types of software dealing with sensor-data. Global sensors and perception tell a player absolute information about the world, typically information about its position and maybe the positions of other objects on the play eld. Local sensors and perception in contrast tell a player information about the world, which is relative to its own position in the world. Unlike in the case of on-and o -board, the distinction between local and global is fuzzy and often debatable. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that the important issue of local vision can only be investigated if the related feature is present on-board of the player.
Hand in hand with an increased use of sensor and motor systems on a player, the amount of on-board computation power must increase. Otherwise, the scarce resource of communication bandwidth will be used up very quickly. Note, that there are many systems using RF-communication at the same time during a RoboCup tournament. Especially in the small robots league, were only few and very limited o -the-shelf products suited for communication exist, transmission of large amount of data is impossible. It is for example quite infeasible to transmit high-resolution local camera images from every player to a host for processing.
Autonomous Systems
In addition to the relevance of on-board features for research in robotics as well as AI and related disciplines, they are also of high interest for research on autonomous systems, i.e., computerized systems with sensors, motors and some on-board intelligence, which allows them to interact with similar devices and which frees them from permanent and explicit human supervision. Research on this type of devices is a vastly growing eld and they are predicted to be a key technology of the starting millennium. Often, single mobile robots are explicitly or implicitly used as de ning example for an autonomous system, see e.g. 9, 7, 3]. Note, that here a slightly wider notion of an autonomous system is sketched. It includes the interaction of multiple systems and it is not only limited to robots in a classical sense.
The main reason for the commercial relevance of this type of autonomous system is the continuously increasing amount of networking. With increasing availability and capacities, the use of networking facilities goes more and more beyond the mere transport, processing and provision of information. Starting with the current boom in \simple" teleoperation, actual physical manipulation through networked devices gets more and more important. The full potential of electronic commerce for example can only be reached, if a multitude of physical devices cooperate autonomously on the delivery of goods. Take for example an autonomous household, where the refrigerator and other devices keep accounts of goods, re-order if necessary, schedule transports from the \goods-port" at the front-door, and so on.
An advantage of the study of autonomous systems over the eld of mere software agents 4] is the relation of autonomous systems to the real world. Autonomous systems are and have to be grounded in physical concepts, leading to several concrete bene ts. First of the all, the real world and especially some \limited" environments as e.g. households, o ces, and factories establish a better de ned context than some abstract information space. Di erent scientists, designers, and manufactures of devices are much more likely to share common ideas and principles, which are re ected in the theory and technology of these systems. Second, for basic issues of autonomous systems, for example sensing, manipulation, mobility, there is the possibility to pro t from the advanced status of already existing elds, like especially robotics. Last but not least, the real world provides, in combination with the sensors and motors, a supplementary and especially unambiguous information channel. Imagine for example the possibility of autonomous devices to schedule their activities to save energy. This is can range from a simple exploitation of lower electricity prices in certain periods of the day to an elaborated adaptation to an unpredictable supply from solar energy. In this context, devices already can coordinate their activities just by individual adaptation based on measuring supply and consumption.
For autonomous systems, there are two major tasks that have to be accomplished. On the technological side, embedded devices have to be developed that provide su cient sensor/motor interfaces and that allow for network connections. On the theoretical side, coordination of system interactions, including the issues of cooperation, communication, and group formation, have to be investigated. So, RoboCup is an ideal testbed for these two purposes.
The feature of including wireless components adds, apart from its other research issues, further attractiveness to RoboCup as testbed for autonomous systems. The development of large-scale networks for domestic and other private use will include quite some wireless components, as indicated by most recent home-networking initiatives. Wireless networking makes life easier for the common user, but on the system side, still many problems need to be solved.
THE ROBOCUBE AS A \UNIVERSAL" \SPECIAL-PURPOSE" HARDWARE
RoboCup is not laid out as a single event, but as a long-term framework for fostering signi cant scienti c research. Within this framework, it is expected that robots, concepts and teams co-evolve trough iterated competitions. As explained before, on-board control has to play an important role within this process. For this purpose it must be possible to not only explore a multitude of team and control approaches, but also the vast space of physical implementations of the robot players. General body features | like speed, mobility, and so on | as well as special body features | like e.g. shooting and dribbling capabilities | are like in real soccer the basis for successful performance. It follows that the architecture of the robots must be exible enough to allow physical changes and add-ons without requiring substantial re-engineering. Unlike in commercial robots, it must be possible to upgrade or add motors and other e ectors, to use di erent sensors, and so on. Short, it must be possible to explore the whole space of physical interactions between the robots, the ball, and the rest of the environment. But this exibility has to be provided within the concrete limitations of the RoboCup regulations, especially size constraints. Therefore, a careful design of a \universal" \special-purpose" hardware is needed. The RoboCube is our attempt to provide the cornerstone for a conceptual framework and the technological implementation of a system allowing the fruitful and effective investigation of on-board control in the RoboCup small robots league.
The RoboCube evolved out of pure robot-control hardware developed in the VUB AI-lab. Beginning in the mid-eighties up to now, various experimental platforms for behavior-oriented architectures have been build. In doing so, experiences with approaches based on embedded PCs and di erent micro-controllers were gathered and lead to the Sensor-Motor-Brick II (SMBII) 10]. The SM-BII is based on a commercial board manufactured by Vesta-technology providing the computational core with a Motorola MC68332, 256K RAM, and 128K EPROM. Stacked on top of the Vesta-core, a second board provides the hardware for sensor-, motor-, and communication-interfaces. The RoboCube is an enhanced successor of the SMBII. In RoboCube the commercial computational core is replaced by our own design, also based on the MC68332, which saves signi cant costs, and the architecture is simpli ed. In addition, the physical shape of RoboCube is quite di erent from the one of the SMBII. First, board-area is minimized by using SMD-components in RoboCube. Second, three boards are stacked on each other leading to a more cubic design compared to the at but long shape of the SMBII.
We demonstrated the versatility of RoboCube with our team that competed at RoboCup'98 1]. This team consists of a heterogeneous set of robot-players, based on quite di erent components. We combined for example shootingmechanisms and fast agile drives for an o ensive type of player and a more precise drive-platform with good grip for a more defensive type of player. In addition to these electro-mechanical components, it is also possible to exchange sensor-systems and communication-facilities between the robots in a plug-andplay manner, or to add completely new ones.
Overview of the Architecture
In order to have a very exible architecture we chose for an open bus system. As shown in gure 5 there is a global bus that comprises several sub-buses which are managed from di erent sources. The system is logically divided into subsystems:
1. The processor subsystem contains the Motorola MC68332 microcontroller.
Apart from the usual features, it contains an onboard coprocessor to model 
Features and Capabilities
The system boots out of a 1 MByte Flash-EPROM which holds a monitor program and o ers space for a small le system. In the basic con guration the main memory consists of a 1 MByte low power SRAM. No wait states have to be generated for that type of RAM. With the 24 bit address bus, the main memory can be extended up to 16 MByte. Since 2 MByte are allocated by SRAM and EPROM and 2 MByte are reserved for the I/O-space, the RAM subsystem allows 12 MByte of additional memory on the RAM/FPU Board.
There are 3 types of serial interfaces in the system. These allow to bridge long distances but provide only limited bandwidth. First of all, we have 3 standard RS232 serial interfaces which are used for code download, debugging and wireless communication. The microcontroller o ers a synchronous serial bus | the SPI bus. The SPI bus is fully duplex and allows multiple bus masters. It has 4 address lines encoding the destination of the transfer. Two additional lines carry the data in each direction (from and to the master). The relatively large number of wires and the fact that only a few devices are available for this bus type make the SPI bus unattractive for general usage. Nevertheless, there is the interesting option to attach a 64 bit CCD line segment, which implements a simple visual perception module. The multi-master-capability also allows to network several RoboCubes via SPI.
A very powerful bus is the inter IC bus from Philips (I 2 C). It is a synchronous bus that uses only two lines and for which many devices are available. On one of our I/O subsystem board based on the I 2 C: there are 24 analog input, 6 analog output channels and 16 general purpose binary in/outputs available. The board uses only one of the implemented I 2 C-buses. Thus, by stacking a second I/O subsystem board into a RoboCube, the above numbers can be doubled.
One of the most striking features of the RoboCube is its size. With the size of 50mm x 60mm x 80mm, it is very small and compact. This layout relies on two special facts. First, all ICs are in SMD packages. Second, we use a special stacking connector from AMP which builds the global bus perpendicular to the boards plane. Hence, the system can be very easily extended by stacking additional boards on top of the others. Finally, due to these two connector blocks the whole layout gets mechanically very stable and guarantees secure connections.
The Motorola MC68332 Microcontroller
The MC68332 is a 32-bit integrated microcontroller in our case running at 25
MHz, combining high-performance data manipulation capabilities with powerful peripheral subsystems. The subsystems work independently from the main CPU32 instruction processing unit, thus allowing for a high overall system performance. The two most striking features of the microcontroller are:
the very low power consumption. It consumes a maximum of 150mA at 5V. Measurements of the current of the whole processor board (including Flash-EPROM and SRAM) turned out a consumption of 60mA only. In standby mode, the processor is even speci ed for 0.1mA. the time processor unit (TPU). It is a onchip coprocessor capable of performing complex timing function on 16 dedicated i/o lines, i.e. quadrature decoding, measurements, pulse-width-modulation and others.
The MC68332 and its features are described in detail in 8].
THE ROBOCUBE'S OPERATING SYSTEM (CUBEOS)
Instead of using a commercial realtime OS, we chose to implement a simple OS to address the speci c needs for robotic control. Besides the usual functionality like console I/O, it provides additional functions like access to sensors and actuators and a wireless communication protocol.
The CubeOS consists of a multithreaded C-runtime environment, a set of low-level drivers for sensors and actuators and a protocol engine for radio communication. The runtime environment provides a preemptive multithreading scheme to run several threads in a simple round-robin schedule. These tasks consist of system threads to service sensors and actuators and user threads. Furthermore, CubeOS provides functionality for millisecond and microsecond timers, semaphores and mutexes, signals and message passing between threads. The timers are implemented by using hardware timers of the CPU or the TPU and allow the precise scheduling of sensor reads and actuator updates. To have a simpli ed and uniform access to the di erent actuators and sensors, this access is provided by a set of generic functions. I.e. all i2c a/d devices are detected upon startup and are presented to the application program by a numerical ID. Attaching a new a/d device enables the application program to make use of it without any code-changes.
The wireless communication interface provides radio communication between several stations without any need for a precon gured master station. Each station is identi ed by a unique number (ID). The data is transmitted in packets, which can be directed to only one other station (unicast), several other stations (multicast) or all stations in the cell (broadcast). At the moment, no routing is performed and all stations in a cell are assumed to be directly reachable. The radio communication protocol provides two application protocols, one for reliable stream communication and one for unreliable direct communication, comparable to TCP and UDP in the TCP/IP protocol suite. The reliable stream application protocol provides automatic retransmission of lost packets and proper packet reordering on reception. Since the protocol is only used for direct station-to-station communication, no adaptive windowing has been implemented. In a later version, adaptive windowing and multi-cell-routing could be implemented as well. Packets are CRC-checked upon reception and are discarded, if the CRC-check fails. Each packet in the reliable stream communication channel has to be acknowledged, non-acknowledged packets are assumed to be lost and will be resent after a timeout. To optimize the throughput of the communication channel without neglecting the reliability aspect, the protocol makes use of a master station. However, the master station is not con gured in advance, the rst station to become active obtains this role. The master station controls the transmissions of all slave stations by explicitly granting transmit times. The protocol includes several timeouts to recover from transmission or station failures including the master station. If the master station fails, the rst slave station to detect this will take over its role.
The wireless communication interface has its own UART , interrupt service routine and server thread, therefore the communication is hidden from the application program, it only has to query received packets from time to time. On the hardware side, the wireless communication interface is implemented with a Radiometrix Bim433-F UHF Transceiver directly connected to the UART. This low power device can transmit half-duplex serial data with 40kBit/s over about 30m and provides on-board carrier detection and signal decoding circuits. Although the protocol has been specially implemented for this architecture, it does not rely on any special features of the hardware. In a student project, a implementation of the protocol engine for Windows 95 has been designed. This protocol engine serves as an application level gateway to the Internet.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we presented the most recent version of our RoboCube, a \universal" \special-purpose" robot-controller. It is somehow universal as it allows an easy and exible construction of a multitude of players. For this purpose, the RoboCube provides quite some computation power and memory as well as a multitude of I/O-interfaces. It is at the same time a kind of specialpurpose solution as it is tailored to t the particular needs and constraints of the small robot league. It facilitates the use of many sensors and e ectors, including the support from its own operating system to access them in high-level programs.
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